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My dear Catholic people,
I wish that I could give you good news about our
As I said in my last month’s newsletter, there is always
proposed new property for the seminary, but unfortunately
a proportion involved between the preventable deaths of the
the purchase of it has become a victim of the coronavirus.
citizens and the common good of society. I mentioned the
There were two unforeseen bad occurrences. The first
40,000 people who perished on the roads last year, which
was that a large portion of the assets
deaths were easily preventable, but which
which we had with which to purchase
were tolerated in view of the common
and remodel the building were coming
good of the economy. Likewise, if the
from some stocks willed to us by a picountry were to be placed on a lockous woman who passed away about
down every winter for three months, we
three years ago. At the time of the offer
could prevent very many of the 30,000
they were worth perhaps $300,000.
or so deaths that occur every year from
Now their value has plummeted. The
the common flu. We tolerate these
second bad occurrence was that a benedeaths, however, so that the country
factor, who had pledged $150,000 tocan carry on its daily business. There
ward the purchase, had to renege on the
are many other examples that could be
promise because his business took a
given.
nosedive as a result of the coronavirus
In addition, there is substantial
panic.
doubt that the virus is as deadly as it
Thus, by the middle of April, I had
seems. The University of Stanford in
about $225,000 less than what I had
California (the equivalent of Harvard in
when I made the offer about a month
the West) did a study in Santa Clara
before. This deficit was enough to kill
County (San Jose area) and discovered
off the purchase. For it must be always
that the number of infections was anyremembered that there are expenses
where from 50% to 85% more than the
involved both in the moving and in the
reported number. If this is true, and if
Joseph Stalin
remodeling of the building in order to
Santa Clara County is representative of
Are we seeing in the United States a
fit our needs.
the rest of the country, it means that the
suppression of freedoms which imiSo everything is on hold until I can
mortality rate is far lower than reported,
tates Stalin’s Soviet Union?
somehow obtain the sufficient funds to
that is, about one tenth of one percent
make affordable the purchase, the
of those who contract the disease. This
move, and the remodeling.
mortality rate is not worse than the comI did a short video explaining all of the above, and the
mon flu. Dr. Birx said, as well, that many people are being
response to it has been much more than expected. If all the
listed as dying from coronavirus, who are in fact dying only
donations which are pledged do in fact arrive, I believe that
with coronavirus. In other words, there are so many underwe will be able to go ahead with the purchase
lying conditions in the patient that the coronavirus becomes merely an occasional cause of death, but not the real
R.I.P. the United States of America? While the corocause of death. By analogy, if a strong wind blows down an
navirus has been certainly a matter of some concern, I still
abandoned barn, the real cause of the demise of the barn is
believe that the reaction to it was disproportionate to its
the weakness caused by neglect, for the wind could never
dangers, and that restrictions imposed upon the economic
take the barn down if it had been maintained.
life of the country have been devastating.
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This virus will pass, and so will the panic, but what
I fear that the dictatorial and tyrannical rule that has
will not pass is the death of personal freedoms which took
been exercised by the federal government and the state
place in this panic. Gradually the most fundamental freegovernments will set a very bad precedent in the future. In
doms of individuals, their freedom to work, to move
my opinion, constitutional amendments must be passed
around, to congregate, to go to church, even to visit friends
which would limit and define what a national emergency is,
and relatives, were stripped from the population. By what
who may declare it and under what circumstances, and
authority? No justification was ever given for this suppreswhat powers the government has in imposing suspension or
sion of basic freedoms. No documents of empowerment
limitation of the freedoms of the American citizens, if any.
were ever produced.
If such legislation is not enacted, I fear that life in the
In Michigan, for example, the leftist and Stalin-like
United States, as we have known it for the past 244 years,
governess forbade the citizens from traveling to their propwill change radically for the worse, and that the “stalinizaerties in the north. Their own properties!
tion” of daily lives will be gradually set in
They were forbidden to leave the
place.
state by land. I know of a case of a
The Great Western Schism. There
parishioner who tried three times to
are many traditional Catholics who, in
drive to Ohio, but who was turned
an effort to find a precedent to our curaway by the Michigan police.
rent problem in the Church, look to the
The essence of the American
Great Western Schism as this precedent.
way of life is that government exThe Great Western Schism was a split
ists for its citizens, and that it must
among Catholics which took place from
respect their fundamental free1378 to 1417. It was caused by the elecdoms. It also pertains to the essence
tion of two different popes simultaneof America that the powers of govously. Then a third was added.
ernment are clearly limited and dePope Clement V decided, upon his
fined, so that, precisely, no one can
election to the papacy in 1305, to not
have dictatorial powers.
take up residence in turbulent Rome,
These limitations and definibut instead to reside at a papal-owned
tions were enacted in response to
enclave in southern France known as
absolutism, both on the part of
Avignon. This was nothing new for the
kings and of parliaments, which
popes. For many centuries Rome often
was the result not of Catholic but of
became uninhabitable for them because
protestant principles of authority. By
of warring factions within Rome who
removing the authority of the
wanted their own candidates on the
Church in society, and handing it
throne. There was also an anti-papal
over to the monarch, or worse to a
republican faction in Rome which wantparliament, the Protestants made
ed
to see the return of republican Rome
the State the all-powerful and alland the overthrow of the papal monarPope Urban VI (1378 — 1389)
embracing authority. The American
chy. So in order to protect the safety of
Constitution was the antidote to
their own persons, and merely to have
absolutism, and overall it succeeded
some peace and quiet, popes in the Middle
in preserving a way of life in the United States which is
Ages commonly took refuge in France.
unlike that of any other country, which way of life is reThe popes stayed in Avignon from 1305 to 1370. They
sponsible for its prosperity and stability as a nation.
knew, however, that to remain there was far from ideal,
Unfortunately, the good motives of limiting and definsince their residing in France injured the unity of the
ing the government were overshadowed by false principles
Church inasmuch as the pope appeared to be the altar boy
of the Enlightenment. Consequently, the idea of the separaof the French monarch.
tion of powers was inserted into the Constitution, a concocPope Urban V (1352-1370) returned to Rome. He
tion of the liberal free-thinker Montesquieu, which makes
made
every effort to stay in Rome, but eventually had to
no sense at all. In recent decades we have seen turmoil
leave owing to the same old problems. He went back to
among the three branches of government, and the usurpaAvignon, against the advice of St. Catherine of Siena. She
tion of legislative powers by the Supreme Court, perhaps
predicted his swift death in the event of his return to Avithe worst of all the abuses. Nor did the Founding Fathers
gnon, and, sure enough, he was dead within a few months.
foresee the development of political parties (a horror in the
His successor, Pope Gregory XI was elected in Avieyes of George Washington) and particularly did not foregnon.
He too returned to Rome and remained there. He
see the deterioration of the parties into a two-party system.
died in 1378 in Rome. His successor, Pope Urban VI was
Worst of all, however, the Constitution introduced the leftelected in Rome in 1378 in a perfectly legal election. There
ist (at the time) principles of freedom of religion, freedom
was strong sentiment in Rome, it is true, that a Roman or
of speech, and freedom of the press. Freedom of religion, in
an Italian, at least, be elected, and this sentiment was maniparticular, created a government which had no moral comfested by large crowds at the time of the conclave. Nonepass whatsoever. The Constitution does not even guarantee
theless, in hindsight we can see, from historical research,
the observance of the natural law. Freedom of speech and
that the cardinals who elected Urban VI did so in perfect
freedom of the press have given rise to the modern mantra
liberty, and all did obeisance to him and participated in his
of the media, which control the politics of this country.
coronation. At the time of the election, not one of the cardiThese are fatal flaws.
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nals expressed doubt concerning its validity. However, I
in the Church, and at the same time desperate to avoid
emphasize that we know this in hindsight.
sedevacantism (for what reason I will never know), look to
Urban VI, although by reputation up to that time a
this Great Western Schism for principles in dealing with
very moderate and balanced person, became overbearing,
the Modernist “popes.” They argue that there was confuobnoxious, cruel, and tyrannical in his administration of the
sion and doubt as to who was pope, and therefore no one
Church. He also wanted to reform the habits of the cardiwas truly schismatic. So, they continue, there is confusion
nals who had fallen into a lax way of life during their soand doubt about the Vatican II popes, and it is therefore
journ at Avignon.
possible to go either way — namely to hold that he is the
So some of the cardinals, mostly French, decided that
pope or not the pope — without committing schism. Then
Urban had to go. Consequently about five months after the
they argue, finally, that since it is an open question, one is
election of Urban VI, these cardinals declared that they had
free to attend an una cum Mass or a non una cum Mass; it
been under pressure from the Roman mob to elect a Rodoes not matter. I will now address this false reasoning.
man or an Italian, and consequently the conclave was invalid. They then proceeded to elect a new pope, a cardinal
While it is true that there was confusion and doubt
by the name of Robert of Geneva, who took the name of
about who was the true pope in the Great Western
Clement VII. He resided in Avignon together with the disSchism, there is objectively no confusion or doubt about
affected cardinals. Thus the schism began.
the Vatican II popes. I have always maintained that the
France, Spain, the Kingdom of Naples, and Scotland
central question concerning Vatican II and its reforms is
adhered to the Avignon popes. The rest of the Catholic
this: Are they continuity or rupture? Stated another way: Is
world adhered to the Roman
post-Vatican II Catholicism
pope, with a few minor excepsubstantially the same as pretions.
Vatican II Catholicism? All of
The claim of the Avignon
the principles of what we think
cardinals, that pressure had
and do in this current problem
been put on them by the Roman
of Vatican II derive from the
mob, was at the time very beanswer to this question.
lievable. For since the tenth
If someone is rejecting the
century, that is, for more than
reforms of Vatican II by attendthree hundred years, the Roing unauthorized traditional
man mob had been rebellious
Latin Masses (e.g., SSPX), it
and unruly, and many times
can be reasonably assumed that
would elect their own antipope
he thinks that Vatican II is a
if the true pope did not please
substantial rupture from prethem. Many times the popes
Vatican II Catholicism. Otherhad to abandon Rome for their
wise he would stay in his
own personal safety and/or for
parish.
the peaceful administration of
If Vatican II is substantial
the Church.
rupture, it is impossible that it
All during the schism, both
proceed from the authority of
sides tried what they could in
the Church, since in such a case
order to solve the problem. It
it would be necessary to conclude
Antipope Clement VII
was generally agreed that cession
that the Church has defected
would be the best solution, that
receiving the Duke of Anjou
from its substance, its essence,
is, that both claimants resign,
as communicated to it by
and that all the cardinals come
Christ. But this is heresy. Contogether and elect a new pope. Since this solution pleased
sequently, the faith requires that we conclude that the Vatineither of the claimants, a group of cardinals met in Pisa,
can II popes are necessarily and without any doubt false popes.
where they elected yet a third pope, in the hope that the
This is objectively true. It is possible that many perother two would resign. He took the name of John XXIII.1
sons, through ignorance, cannot figure this out, and thereBut neither the Avignon pope nor the Roman pope ceded
fore remain in doubt about the papacy of the Vatican II
to John XXIII. Consequently the problem worsened.
popes. But this doubt is only subjective and anecdotal,
It was resolved, finally, at a general council of the
since the logic is as clear as crystal.
Church at Constance, in what is now Germany. There
In the great Western Schism, the problem was one
Martin V was elected in 1417, and all the other claimants
of
election,
and not one of faith. The reason why we avoid
resigned in favor of him. The schism was over.
the Novus Ordo Mass and the New Religion in general is
No analogy with the present situation. Many tradinot because we have doubts about the election of the Vatitional Catholics, desperate to understand the present crisis
can II “popes.” It is because they are imposing upon us a new and
1

Because the Church never was willing to pronounce on the question of who was the rightful pope, no pope after the Great
Western Schism took the name of John, since the obvious question would be: Is he John XXIII or XXIV? But Angelo Roncalli, a Modernist Church History professor at Bergamo, in northern Italy, decided to settle the question once and for all by
taking the name of John XXIII. Perhaps the next true pope should take the name of John XXIII, and settle more than one
question once and for all.
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false religion which is not the Catholic religion. It is rupture from
faith and morals. The SSPX priests operate on this principle,
the past. It is therefore false, because the past is true. This
deceiving themselves and their people that their position is
is a critical difference between the Modernist crisis and
Catholic, when in fact it is objectively schismatic. Recognithat of the Great Western Schism. For any of the popes
tion of a pope as pope is not sufficient. Submission to his
who were elected in the Great Western Schism, whether of
laws is also necessarily required, as Pope Pius IX and Pope
Rome, Avignon, or Pisa, would have made great popes.
Pius XI pointed out. A systematic and habitual disobediThere was no question of their orthodoxy, but merely of
ence to the Roman Pontiff is schismatic.
their election. They imposed no new religion. This is a critiNo analogy exists in Church history for what we are
cal difference, because there was no intrinsic impossibility
now living through. Never in the history of the Church
that any one of them be pope. In the
has a general council taught conModernist crisis, there is an intrinsic
demned doctrines (e.g., religious liberimpossibility that any one of them be
ty, ecumenism). Never in the history of
pope, since to admit them as true
the Church have we seen abominable
popes is to destroy the Church’s indeacts against the First Commandment
fectibility. For it means that the
committed by popes in the name of
Church, in promulgating a new and
ecumenism. Never have we seen the
false religion, has gone off the rails,
destruction of the sacred liturgy by a
has defected, and that the promises of
protestantized Lord’s Supper service
Christ to be with the Church all days
known as the New Mass, and by the
even to the consummation of the world
numerous sacrilegious and blaspheare false. Since this is contrary to faith,
mous aberrations of the liturgy which
we are bound by faith to draw the conhave taken place since Vatican II.
clusion that the Modernist popes can“Saint” John Paul 2 kisses the Koran,
Never have we seen popes officially
not be true popes.
which denies the divinity of Christ and His
teaching heresy, for example, that God
death on the Cross.
Ignorance excuses, but it does
sometimes wants you to commit adulnot justify. The Great Western Schism
tery in order to hold the family togethhas always been called by historians the
er. (Amoris lætitia) The list could go on
“schism without schismatics.” Why? Because everyone
and on.
involved in it wanted to remain Catholic and subject to the
You cannot go “either way” about the papacy of the
true pope. Because of lack of information at the time, it was
Vatican II “popes,” just as you cannot go either way on
nearly impossible for the average person to know who was
whether Vatican II and its reforms are Catholic or not.
the true pope. But obviously in reality there was only one
We have seen that the principle that the Vatican II
true pope, and we know now that it was Urban VI, the
reforms are not Catholic necessarily and without any doubt and
Roman pope. But because this ignorance of who was the
by faith requires the conclusion that the Vatican II “popes”
true pope was through no fault of those who followed the
are not true popes. The converse is also true: If they are
false ones, for example Saint Vincent Ferrer, they are not
true popes, then the Vatican II reforms must be Catholic,
guilty of the sin or crime of schism. But this innocence does
and it would be a sin to reject them, and worse, no less than
not change the reality that in fact those who adhered to the
schism to set up a worldwide apostolate against the comfalse popes were objectively in schism. In other words, they
mands of the reigning pope.
were excused from schism through their ignorance, but
Our salvation depends on our remaining Catholics.
objectively they subjected themselves to a false pope and
We
remain
Catholics by professing the true faith, and by
rejected the true one, which is schism. Both the Roman
remaining submissive and obedient to the Roman Pontiff,
pope and the Avignon pope excommunicated each other
and to the hierarchy which is subject to him. Therefore the
and his followers. They did so because the pope is the
identity of the Roman Pontiff cannot be dismissed as a
principle of unity of the Roman Catholic Church.
doubtful bagatelle, but is something which is absolutely
To me it is very difficult to see how traditional
necessary to settle in our minds. We must also act in accorCatholics — those attending unauthorized traditional
dance with that decision.
Masses — can claim ignorance about who is and who is not
a true pope. While at the beginning of the Modernist crisis
in the 1960’s, when Catholics knew little of the full import
Sincerely yours in Christ,
and direction of the reforms, ignorance was understandable, it cannot be claimed today. For the very fact that a
Catholic abandons his local parish, and therefore obedience
to his local “bishop” and the “pope,” he is professing the
fact that these men are imposing a false religion. If they
were not imposing a false religion, these Catholics would
Most Rev. Donald J. Sanborn
remain in their parishes.
Rector
Those who attend SSPX Masses are probably excused
from the sin of schism because their priests have taught
them the false and pernicious doctrine of recognize and resist,
namely that it is in accordance with Catholic Faith and
practice to recognize someone as the Vicar of Christ but at
the same time to resist his universal laws and reject his
universally promulgated doctrines, because they are contrary to
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